
ART&SOUL SCHOOL

Lesson 11



HEALING PROMPT

Feel all your bodys, physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.

Feel the inner sun rise above all from the inner center.

Just be with yourself. Freedom is an innate gift.

You are called to feel this freedom.

The flow of love is what you are when you feel aligned with

magic and spiritual elements. Then you start to feel the

freedom and  life.

 

We will go for a walk in a field of wildflowers.

Many spirits are guiding you. The most beautiful colours you

have ever seen, the sun is shining on to them. You feel

grounding and you keep on walking.

 

Feel into how you feel when you walk and how the rhythm

makes you feel calm, trustful, aligned and secure.

Walk your path.

All is already here and opens up to you.

 

Keep on breathing. The outer world will adjust when you keep

on doing the inner work.

 

Expand the space for universal beauty here on earth. Invite

these energies to become a reality on earth.

 

Bring more beauty, understanding, love, peace and truth here.
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Lesson 11

Notes:Your Weavings



PAINTING PROMPT

As a spiritual being you are made of pure sound and light

and this wants to be celebrated in life on earth also.

 

Especially in these days where we are here to awaken into

our true power we first have to get to know ourselves as

deeply as possible. Exploring every little bit of secret there

has been hiding for ages. Now is the time to open it all up.

for yourself and for the world!

 

Breathing is the first step to open the energetic door for

sound. Your own unique variation of tones want to move

through your body and be expressed as you paint. Try to

free up as much as possible and acknowledge certain fields

in your body that want to be moved and loosened. There

might be a great potential of a unique energy that wants to

be released into space. Bring it to the world and see where

it lands.

 

Also explore your painting world as a world of sound and

possibility to transform/free yourself from unreal, adapted

tones into your true intonation. You want to feel as free as a

bird. When you have the courage to listen to your voice

inside and show up with it, you will step into your power.

Claiming your voice and your light means a bliss that feels

like being kissed by an angel.
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Lesson 11

Notes:You are Sound and Light



PAINTING PROMPT
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Lesson 11

Notes:Ask yourself some questions before/while/after painting:

Where is my bliss?

What does it mean to vibrate?

How can I loosen up my body so it tones?

Which are the elements of freedom for me?

What does light and sound mean to me?

How free do I feel when I create?

Can I help myself to be true in this world? Who can help me?

What is my sound and light in colours?

Painting Start/Process

Breathe in pure freedom

Breathe out pure love

Forget the past

Only be in this present moment

Know you are a creative being and nothing else

See water as your element and air to move it

Choose colours that represent your inner music

Feel the colours you love - what do they teach you?

Imagine a world full of freedom*, where would you go?

*often we have to go through the illusion. If freedom was not a need

anymore what would you choose instead? What is meant here: we only

thrive for freedom as long as we have not integrated it. If it would be

integrated and healed, the need to watch out for it would be irrelevant.

What would be the next step?



ART&SOUL SCHOOL

Watercolor Paper

330 g/m2 (155 lbs)

A3 format, 12 x 16.5 in

or

a gessoed/primed canvas of your choice

(not smaller than 30x30cm | 12x12")

 

Brushes in different variations

(small, big, flat, round)

 

Acrylic Paint in different hues

(Golden, Lukas, Amsterdam, Schmincke, Winsor&Newton),

Any acrylic paint will work well to start with, I often use also

hobby paint to mix with, which is often more mat.

There are so many fabulous materials out there. Try and see

what you like, buy small tubes for the beginning and

experiment.

 

 

Optional

watersoluble crayons, acrylic markers, glitter, ...

(Caran d'Ache, Posca Pens)

 

 

All extras will be announced monthly.
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Notes:Supply List



WHERE & WHAT

www.verenafay.com/school-login

 

We have a Memberzone with a constant Login-Account.

Your Sign In /Login will open your Account, pls bookmark

and save password in your browser. Change the given

password to a personal one after your first login.

 

All content can be found on this site and stays accessible to

you as long as you are a member of the Art&Soul School.

All content is downloadable and yours to keep for private

use only. If you want to use my content for your work we will

work out a personal agreement.
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Notes:School Login

Monthly Live Calls
Additionally, I provide monthly Live Zoom Calls at the end of

the month, where you can ask your questions and connect

with the group on a deeper personal level. Please join us

here, because it is important to keep the energy high and

you will benefit from a group SOULTALK as well. Often

Questions come up when we talk and you can be in the

moment to have your questions answered immediately to

move forward. Find the schedule here: bit.ly/2BbYDYq

http://www.verenafay.com/school-login
http://bit.ly/2BbYDYq


WHERE & WHAT
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Notes:Members Facebook Group
MEMBERS ONLY

www.facebook.com/groups/artsoulschool

This is our private sacred space where you find all the

lessons and where we build our community of love and trust.

 

Thank You!
From my deepest heart

I am overall grateful that you fill the Art&soul School with your

wise and lightful soul. Gratitude for you is my Joy!

 

 

Love ♢ Verena

Facebook Group
by INVITATION ONLY

www.facebook.com/groups/artsoulschoolcommunity

This is a private group for interested souls who follow the

free trainings I share. I recommend to share your experience

there once in a while. This will help to attract more like-

minded women, who want to grow in life as you do here.

 

Facebook Page
public FAN BASE

www.facebook.com/ArtSoulSchool

This is the public page of the Art&Soul School and It would

mean the world to me to receive a positive feedback on the

reviews.

 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/artsoulschool
https://www.facebook.com/groups/artsoulschoolcommunity
https://www.facebook.com/ArtSoulSchool

